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The two terrorists who opened fire near Leopold

Cafe at Colaba had dinner and drinks at the

restaurant popular with foreigners, and paid their

bill before opening fire at random on Wednesday. .

This was revealed by a diner who was sitting a few

tables away from the duo. Apparently, the police are

taking his help to verify if the duo were among the

terrorists who stormed Hotel Taj Mahal later that

night. However, the police were not willing to

confirm or deny that they have such a witness.

Mumbai Mirror learnt of this man from Santosh

Solanki, 27, a driver from Colaba, who came across the witness while

helping carry three dead bodies from the site of the mayhem at Colaba to a

hospital.

He was on his way home at Colaba when around 9.30 pm he saw the

remains of the mayhem near Leopold. Six persons had lost their lives and

15 were injured. While helping others transport three bodies to the

hospital, he met a man whose revelation to the police left him stunned.

Table where the terrorists had

dinner and paid their bill before

fire at random

Solanki says, “This man told the Colaba police that before the two

terrorists ran riot with their AK-47s, they had been sitting two tables away

from him at Leopold Cafe, eating their dinner and having their drinks. They even pair their bill before

suddenly opening fire indiscriminately.

The man recollected noticing that the two youths were carrying huge backpacks.”

  ANOTHER BOATDRIVEN AWAY 

Residents in the vicinity of the boat workshop at Jamshedji Bunder claim they forced some youths,

who tried to come ashore on a boat loaded with bags, to turn away a few hours after terrorists struck in

south Mumbai.

They sighted the vessel around 2 am, a few hundred metres away from Hotel Taj Mahal. Sensing

trouble, the localites raised an alarm.

“We were certain that they were part of the same group that had entered the city by sea in boats. When

they saw us screaming at them, they turned their boat around and left,” says Sumit Supadia, one of the

residents.
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